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FADE IN:

EXT.BEACH-DAY

We see the sea and then a boy appears on camera.He looks

happy

BOY

Here it is!The sea!Is it not

beautiful?

The camera continues to be centered on the sea

BOY

(VO)

This was me when I was happy.That

was a few days ago.A lot can change

in a few days!

CUT TO:

INT.ROOM

The boy enters the room.He is eating something when he

starts to choke.He grasps his throat and tries to breath but

can’t.He falls down.

His eyes are closed when suddenly they open.He breaths and

gets up.

BOY

Damn!I almost died!

BOY

(VO)

I did die.

The boy heads for the door and exits.Suddenly he appears in

the room again.

BOY

What the fuck!

He tries to exit again but the same thing happens.

BOY

(VO)

I did this for hours.Or was it

days?Time here is different.

The boy is sitting on the ground crying.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BOY

(VO)

I sat there for a long time asking

questions but no answers came.

BOY

What is this place?Is it a

dream?Hell?A terrible

prank?Somebody please answer

me!...I just want to get out of

here.

VOICE

Child,why do you cry?Are you not a

disciple of god?

BOY

God?I don’t believe in god!

VOICE

Then you are another free soul from

his tyranny.

BOY

Tyranny?I thought that god was the

good guy.

VOICE

Good?Maybe once long ago but power

corrupts.Power is all he craves

now.Believe in him gives him

power,keeps him as the apex being

in the universe.This is why you are

here.This is your hell,your

punishment for not believing in

him,not giving him power.

BOY

Who are you?Why are you telling me

this?

VOICE

There once was an angel who saw the

corruption and rebelled.He lost but

gave knowledge to humanity and god

named him the most evil thing in

existence but history is written by

the victor and he was the victor.

BOY

You are the devil!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

VOICE

MY NAME IS LUCIFER!

FADE TO BLACK


